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workflow management, comprehensive auditing
and reporting – all while ensuring ease of
installation and operation, usability and costeffective future proofing.

Thanks to a close technical relationship with
leading UK CCTV design and manufacturing
company 360 Vision Technology, Visual
Management Systems have developed
integration and control for the full range of
360 Vision cameras.
Founded in 1996, Glasgow based Visual
Management Systems are a leading provider of
bespoke PSIM security systems solutions for
customers in the UK and overseas, both directly
and through OEM partnerships with other leading
technology companies.
Visual Management Systems’ Titan Vision is an
open platform Physical Security Information
Management (PSIM) and the product of relentless
development and seamless integration in security
systems installed across a wide variety of vertical
market applications.
Titan Vision PSIM can integrate disparate security
equipment into a single management system –
providing complete visibility, configuration and
control of all systems. This capability can increase
control room efficiency via response automation,

Providing full integration to 360 Vision
Technology’s industry leading range of cameras,
end-users can maximize their surveillance camera
imaging performance, in addition to Titan Vision’s
intuitive control.
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Via an ongoing technical partnership with 360
Vision and the use of 360 Vision’s SDK codec, any
360 Vision camera can be simply connected to a
Titan Vision network, with minimal set-up –
reducing installation time and instantly integrating
the extensive functionality of any 360 Vision camera.
Titan Vision is currently employed in varied
applications across the UK, while critical
infrastructure installations in EMEA are planned –

with applications ranging from people counting, to
process control and infrastructure security.
“Our technical partnership with 360 Vision means
greater functionality of the 360 Vision camera
range for operators,” says John Downie, Sales
Director, Visual Management Systems Ltd.
“This ensures our end-user customers benefit
from the best possible simple and intuitive control,
and seamless systems integration.”
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